Determination of postmortem interval by decomposition changes: An ambiguous phenomenon
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Abstract
Estimation of Postmortem Interval (PI) or Time since Death (TSD) is an important objective of post-mortem examination which connects an accused to that particular moment of time to prove his guilt or innocence and plays a vital issue in investigation of medico legal cases. In India, the PI/TSD is invariably mentioned in every post-mortem report done by the Forensic Pathologist and is mostly given on the basis of naked eye changes after death. Its estimation continues to be a challenge for the Forensic pathologists due to different variable factors. The authors present a case of a person who died in known time duration but his external putrefactive changes were far advanced as compared to the post-mortem changes expected at that PI as per the standard literature. The authors recommend intensive studies to be initiated in Indian settings to determine a scientific data for the actual time taken for the process of decomposition.

Introduction
Estimation of Post-mortem Interval (PI) or Time since Death (TSD) is an important objective of post-mortem examination which connects an accused to that particular moment of time to prove his guilt or innocence and plays a vital issue in investigation of medico legal cases. Its estimation continues to be a major problem for the Forensic pathologist particularly in tropical countries. In India, the gross external changes in a dead body after death are generally considered to opine about the time passed since death. The various gross changes in the body after death used for giving opinion about PI are loss of corneal reflex and changes in eye, cooling of the body, post mortem hypostasis, rigor mortis, decomposition and other putrefactive changes [1-8]. The Standard Text books of Forensic Medicine mentions a range of time duration in which each of these changes appear in a dead body [1-8]. The authors present a case of a person who died in known time duration but his external putrefactive changes were far advanced as compared to the post-mortem changes expected at that PI as per the standard literature.

Case history
The deceased was a middle aged male, with an alleged history of being a chronic alcoholic, a patient of hypertension and was under medication for several years. He was found in unresponsive condition in a vacant area near his house at about 12.28 pm. A lady living in the neighbourhood saw him walking in that place at about 06:30 am. The police was informed and he was brought to AIIMS hospital and declared as brought dead at 8.36 pm. Dead body was received in mortuary at 9.50 pm on the same day and post mortem was conducted at 2 pm on the next day. The body was preserved in cold chamber overnight till the start of autopsy.

Autopsy findings
The deceased was a forty two years old male of moderate nutrition and average built. Post mortem lividity was present over back and dependent part of body except over pressure areas. The following significant external findings were observed (Figures 1 and 2):
1. Rigor mortis had passed off,
2. There was greenish discoloration of abdomen, with peeling of skin of body,
3. Marbling present over shoulders,
4. Bloating of abdomen,
5. There was purging of blood from nostrils and mouth.

Discussion
In the present case, if we look at the timeline of the incident, the deceased was seen alive at about 06:30 am in the morning and the body was finally shifted to the Mortuary cold chamber at 09:50 pm, 2017
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found which was expected to start in three days. so in this case, it is 15 hours before the body was refrigerated but the decomposition was [4]. Slippage of skin is seen in about 60-72 hrs [2]. the marbling of skin begins in 24 hours and is visible in 36-48 hours may appear in 12-18 hours in summer and in 1-2 days in winter [4]. the lower quadrants of the abdomen, visible in the first 24-36 hrs [2]. the marbling of skin begins in 24 hours and is visible in 36-48 hours [4]. slippage of skin is seen in about 60-72 hrs [2].

the deceased in the present case died within maximum range of 15 hours before the body was refrigerated but the decomposition was found which was expected to start in three days. so in this case, it is clearly evident that the decomposition findings were not corroborating with the standard medical literature. the environment temperature and moisture, particularly in tropical countries, influence the onset of putrefaction [1-8]. the incident took place on 20th february 2017 which is a pleasant month in delhi and temperature on the day was 32°C maximum and 21°C minimum, which cannot be considered too much on the higher side. decomposition is hastened by obesity, heavy clothing, and sepsis, all of which keep the body warm [2]. none of these conditions were present in the case. though the body was preserved in cold chambers but the literature says that the refrigeration of the body may not necessarily stop decomposition completely [2,4]. so it can be inferred that the body was already in a state of the decomposition when it was kept in cold chambers.

the authors while searching the literature for this case report came across an important aspect that no studies has been done in india in recent times regarding estimation of pi/tsd from naked eye changes like rigor mortis and decomposition in the body after death. few studies have been done in the past in other countries [9-14]. in india, the pi/tsd is invariably mentioned in every postmortem report done by the forensic pathologist and is given on the basis of naked eye changes after death. this is a matter of grave concern because the authors from their experience as forensic pathologist in india have attended numerous judicial proceedings in criminal cases and have observed that the honorable judges rely heavily on the time since death given in the autopsy report to decide the culpability of an accused. both knight [1] and dimaio [2] have commented that all the methods used to determine pi/tsd are unreliable and inaccurate. the circumstantial evidences are more accurate than the scientific methods as seen in our case also where a witness saw the deceased alive at the time which would have been contrary if the pi is calculated depending upon the decomposition changes. thus a wrong interpretation can lead to a gross miscarriage of justice with an accused going scot free or an innocent man being harassed for criminality.

conclusion

the investigating agencies and the judiciary should be made aware of the fallacy that the exact time of death cannot be fixed by any method, but only an approximate range of death can be given, that too will have considerable biological variations in individual cases. detailed taphonomical studies should be initiated in indian settings regarding this aspect like "body farms" so as to obtain a scientific data for the actual time taken for the process of decomposition to start and get completed in tropical climate with seasonal variations.
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